Exit Survey - Rhode Island Research Experiences for Undergraduates (RE for yoU)

For each question below, please write in or circle the best answer. Please be as honest as you can. There are no right answers; your responses will be kept confidential.

1. What is your email address? __________________________

2. Do you plan to get an advanced degree where you would be doing research? ______
   0=Not at all  1=Maybe  2=Pretty Sure  3=Sure  4=Very Sure

3. Do you plan to do research in an industrial setting? ______
   0=Not at all  1=Maybe  2=Pretty Sure  3=Sure  4=Very Sure

4. How much do you learn when you study with a group of your peers? ______
   0=Not at all  1=A Little  2=Average  3=Pretty Much  4=Very Much

5. How often do you now study with a group? ______
   0=Never  1=A Little  2=Sometimes  3=Pretty Often  4=All the Time

6. How willing would you be to allow the RE for yoU program to contact you in the future? ______
   0=Not at all  1=A Little  2=Somewhat  3=Pretty Willing  4=Very Willing

7. Which of the following best describes your plans about future research study? ______
   A. I do not plan on taking any future courses that have to do with research
   B. I am beginning to think that I may take more courses concerned with research
   C. I am taking steps to look into other courses related to research
   D. I recently enrolled in another course that involves research
   E. I am continuing to take courses in the area of research

The next set of questions asks about the RE for yoU program. Please be honest and candid with your answers. They will be kept confidential, and will help us to improve the program.

8. What were the three things that you liked the most about this semester's RE for yoU research experience?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
9. What were the three things that you liked least about the RE for yoU research experience?

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

10. List two ways that your participation in this semester's RE for yoU research experience changed your views about research.

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

11. Recommend two changes that we should make next time to make the RE for yoU research experience a better experience for undergraduates.

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

12. List two ideas that you think could help get more students to participate in future RE for yoU research experiences.

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

13. Indicate your overall impression of your experience this semester in the RE for yoU research experience: __________

0=Very Bad 1=Bad 2=Neutral 3=Good 4=Very Good

14. Rate how likely you would be to participate in another RE for yoU research experience if you were given the opportunity: __________

0=Very Unlikely 1=Unlikely 2=No Opinion 3= Likely 4=Very Likely

15. Thank you for completing this survey. We welcome your comments (continue on the reverse if necessary):

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

The next set of questions are only for those RE for yoU students who traveled to Germany.
16. When you traveled to Germany with the international component of the RE for yoU program, how would you describe your experiences there as contrasted to your experiences with the RE for yoU program in the states:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

17. How would you describe the cultural differences (or similarities) of research attitudes and practices that you observed in Germany.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

18. Rate how likely you would be to participate in another International RE for yoU research experience if you were given the opportunity: __________

0=Very Unlikely  1=Unlikely  2=No Opinion  3=Likely  4=Very Likely

19. Indicate your overall impression of your experience this summer in the RE for yoU research experience in Germany: __________

0=Very Bad  1=Bad  2=Neutral  3=Good  4=Very Good

Thank you. We appreciate your comments.